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Crossmember Rack Relocation
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Steering Shaft Extension
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        You have just received a wisefab kit corrected by Bink Industries. This 

set up guide will walk you through the install process as it will differ from 

the Wisefab install instructions. 

        Please note that these spacers differ from each other. One is longer than the other. The 

shorter of the two goes on the driver side, the longer one  the passenger side. This allows for 

maximum rack travel in both directions.

        The included crossmember has some differences from the factory mounting that need some 

explanation. The new style of mount uses a custom machined heavy duty tube clamp to hold the 

rack solidly in place for optimum steering feel as well as ease of rack removal. To install the rack 

remove the eight allen bolts using a 3/16" allen wrench and remove the half clamps. Included are a 

pair of delrin spacers, if you have an S-13 rack you do not use these spacers, the rack goes straight 

into the rack clamps. If you have an S-14 or S-15 rack you will use the spacers as the diameter is 

smaller than an S-13. They simply slip over the rack and you align them with the rack clamps. This 

allows you to use either style rack interchangeably. Determine your rack style, slip on the spacers if 

needed and install the rack into the cross member, bolt the half clamps on and snug the allens, do 

not tighten at this time. Because of the upgraded rack clamps you no longer have to lift your motor 

or drop the sub frame on certain engine packages to remove the rack. The new rack clamps also 

allow you to rotate the rack to move the steering shaft position to optimize header / downpipe 

clearance, rotate the rack at this time. Once you have found the best position tighten the rack 

clamps down.

NOTE : Because of the rack relocation and diameter of the new style rack clamps oil pan clearance 

may be an issue depending on engine type, oil pan, and motor mount combination. If this is an issue 

it can be easily fixed by shimming the motor mounts with washers.

        Due to the rack being relocated so far forward if you are using a factory steering column, the 

steering shaft will no longer reach. You will need to extend the steering shaft approximately 1" by 

extending the factory splined collapsible section located just above the lower swivel joint that 

connects to the rack. There are two common methods to accomplish this. The first way you start by 

making sure the steering shaft is dissconnected from the rack. make sure the bolt clamping the 

universal join is tight. Next hook a slide hammer around the top of the swivel joint at the end of the 

shaft and pull it out. The second method is to remove the shaft by unbolting the two bolts at the 

firewall and clamp it in a vise. You will use a long punch and a hammer to drive the shaft out. 

reinstall the shaft. both methods make sure to mark the steering shaft before you start to extend 

to meake sure you have extended it the right amount.

NOTE: If these are installed backwards rack damage may occur, please be sure these are installed in 

the correct orientation.
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Front Lower Control Arms

Knuckle Upgrade

Steering Stops

Power Steering Pump
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        Your lower control arms now feature a slight bend at the end. Be sure that the bends are 

facing upwards to allow for maxiumum suspension travel without binding.

        The knuckles have been modified changing steering geometry, the Ackerman washers are no 

longer going to give you the same results as previous. Please see the alignment setup guide below 

for full details.

        By correcting all the steering geometry to have drivable angle lock to lock at such high angles 

this has created an immense amount of load on the power steering system. Not all power steering 

systems are able to over come this amount of load causing the power steering system to chatter or 

shudder at pit speeds and sitting still. If this is experienced a power steering pump upgrade may be 

needed. KRC or Turn one pumps have been found to work when set at a certain GPM's. Any 

questions regarding these issues please contact Nate at Bink Industries.

        This tool slips over the main shaft of the rack. It can be used on either side. Once the rack 

adaptors are installed, slip the rack alignment tool onto the racks main shaft. Turn the rack all the 

way until it bottoms out on the rack alignment tool. Your rack is now perfectly centered. At this 

time you can have someone sit in the car and hold the steering wheel straight, then slip the 

steering shaft onto rack, now your steering wheel is perfectly center to your rack. You can also use 

this tool during an alignment to make sure that your rack is centered rather than go off of the 

steering wheel which may not be straight. This insures you have maximum rack travel in both 

directions.

        These need to be trimmed slightly to enable you to get the toe to align correctly. You need to  

trim the outer side that receives the outer tierod end 1/2"

With the correction kit it is now possible to achieve more than 65 degrees of angle with some 

changes to the trailing wheel steering stop. Caster settings will effect how much angle you can get 

with a given setting, so your settings may need to be different than someone elses while still 

yeilding the same angle. There are three options, one is to remove the trailing wheel spacer and 

just snug the bolt back in place. The second option is to drill your plate in a differant location so you 

can continue to use the spacer. lastly some people have just removed the trailing wheel spacer all 

to gether and just relayed on the lead wheel steering stop. All options have worked and we have 

not seen any problems or issues to date. once at full lock adjust your lead wheel steering stop so it 

contacts the arm. If you are sill using a trailing wheel steering stop try to adjust the lead wheel 

steering stop so it contacts the arm at the same time as the trailing wheel steering stop.
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Power Steering Fluid

Alignment

Caster

Start @ 4 Degrees Recommended adjustment range 3 - 4.5

Camber

Start @4.5 Degrees Recommended adjustment range 3.5 - 5.5

Toe

Start @ 1/8th" total toe out Recommended adjustment range 1/8th" - 1/4" total toe out

Ackerman Washers

Camber

Start @ 0 Degrees Adjust to optimize tire wear

Toe

Start @ 1/8th" total toe In Recommended adjustment range 1/8th" - 3/4" total toe In
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Wisefab includes three different sets of ackerman washers #0, #2, and #4 as denoted by the bumps 

on the outer diameter of the washers. Always use these as a set do not interchange the from side 

to side or top to bottom. #2 and #4 washer sets can be flipped to increase the distance with a total 

of 5 differant setting, #4 out, #2 out, #0, #2 in, and #4 in. With the caster set at 4 degrees you will 

need to use the #2 washers with the bumps facing towards the rotor. This will give you parellel 

steering which is where we recomend you start. To add Traditional ackerman use offset washers 

that bring the tierod more inboard to the chassis. To remove ackerman or put it in a reverse 

ackerman setting use washer to push the tie rod outboard of the chassis.

        Due to the increased demand on the power steering system we have noticed an increase in 

sensitivity to different types of fluid. We recommend running thinner fluids. If a shuttering or 

chatter is experienced check the fluid first. We recommend Lucas power steering fluid or Lucas 

power steering fluid with conditioners.

        The settings below are a good starting point to get you going. Final settings will depend on the 

track, your driving style, and your prefered car settings. Please use these a guideline, we always 

recommend you do your own testing to find what works best for you.

Front Suspension

Rear Suspension
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        Documentation is critical to chassis tuning, without it you will slow down the development of your 

chassis and you as a driver significantly. It is a simple yet vastly underused tool. View it as a building block, 

when you document your chassis setup at the end of a race weekend, that is now your new baseline the 

next time you go back. Then you get to further refine that set up since your no longer roughing out a setup. 

Please visit my website for a PDF version of the Chassis Set Up Sheet that I use any time I'm aligning a car 

and/or setting up a car at the track. Best of luck to you and your team. If you have any additional questions 

feel free to call or email 

mailto:nate@binkindustries.com

